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Energy saving
forehearths
Grahame Stuart reviews the benefits and major energy cost
savings achieved by changing from gas to all-electric forehearths.

I

n 2008, Electroglass supplied and
commissioned two all-electric
Electroflex forehearths for Hite
Industries in South Korea. They were
designed as a direct replacement for
existing gas-fired systems and
maintained key dimensions such as
casing widths and gob drop points.
An immediate energy cost reduction
of over 80% was delivered compared
with the gas-fired designs they
replaced.
These systems raised a
considerable amount of interest in allelectric forehearths from glassmakers
who were keen to learn more about
the remarkable energy savings that
had been achieved in this installation
and if such savings could be
experienced by others.
The ability to convert individual
forehearths to all-electric without the
cost and inconvenience of stopping
the furnace also means savings can
be made within just a few months
of taking the decision to implement
changes.
With energy prices and emission
control costs certain to rise, interest in
and acceptance of modern all-electric
forehearth technology continues
to increase and has prompted this
near five year review of operating

experience and cost savings at Hite
Industries and of other cases of
conversion from gas to electric and
even from alternative electric designs
to the Electroglass Electroflex design.

HITE INDUSTRIES
Melting primarily emerald green
and amber glass for double gob IS
forming of containers, the South
Korean customer was keen to find a
solution that would not only reduce
its forehearth energy consumption
and cost but would also improve
production yield by eliminating large
variations in gob weight and incidences
of refractory ‘cat scratch’, while at the
same time simplifying operation and
decreasing maintenance costs.
The electric forehearths were
supplied for a 2008 furnace rebuild
and commissioned by Electroglass
engineers late that year. Both
forehearths were 6710mm (22ft) long,
one of standard Electroflex design with
a 915mm (36in) channel width, the
other of the then new Electroflex W
design with a 1220mm (48in) channel
width, designed to condition up to
110 tons/day. The customer’s existing
layout and drop points were retained to
minimise costs and disruption. Existing
forehearth casings were also re-used.

GOALS ACHIEVED
The customer’s targets were immediately met;
energy consumption and operating cost were greatly
reduced. The two previous gas-fired forehearths had a
combined gas consumption of around 1050m³/day.
The two Electroflex forehearths have a combined
energy consumption of 1535kWh/day.
Relating this to the respective energy costs, the
extent of operating cost savings is clear. Calculated at
current local energy costs, the figures are as follows:
Original gas-fired forehearths (two) 1050m³ x $0.84/m³ = $882/day.
Electroflex all-electric forehearths (two) –
1535kWh x $0.09/kWh = $138/day.
Energy cost saving = 84%.
The more precise heat distribution and faster temperature
response reported by Hite’s operators, coupled with the

Typical reaction time for an Electroflex ‘W’ all-electric forehearth.
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simple interface of the control system have streamlined operation and
resulted in improvements in gob characteristics, including a weight
variation of no more than 3g when operating at a target gob weight of
295g, as well as improved overall glass quality.

conditioning

ONGOING SUCCESS
Approaching five years following commissioning, both forehearths
continue to exceed the customer’s expectations. Hite and other
customers had expressed some concern about the lifetime of
heating elements in the Electroglass design. However, to date
equipment issues have been limited to just five elements (some
of these believed to be due to physical damage rather than failure
through use) out of a total of 66 elements in the two forehearths.
In fact, Hite has not found it necessary to replace any of these
elements, as the ample heating capacity in the forehearth design
allows for such losses during the operating campaign.
No other maintenance has been necessary and operation has
proved simple and trouble-free.

SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT
It is important to understand the many significant differences
between gas forehearths and the Electroglass Electroflex design.
In conventional gas-fired forehearth design, attempts have been
made to overcome the issues affecting quality, such as uneven
temperature profiles across the channel, leading to poor thermal
homogeneity and unstable gob weight control. Many designers have
added features aimed at combating these problems, including gas
firing systems intended to provide preferential heating along the
channel sides and forced air cooling along the centre line to cool
the glass where it is hottest. However, both gas heating and forced
air cooling are by their nature imprecise and lack the ability to be
contained or restricted to specific zones across the channel width.
Electroglass has overcome these problems with its Electroflex
all-electric forehearths. The result of over 30 years of continually
evolving forehearth design, the current generation incorporates
a range of design features that improve the side to side, side to
centre and top to bottom temperature profiles, provide tighter
and more responsive temperature control and reduce gob weight
variations and ware rejections, while maintaining Electroglass’s
key goals of high energy efficiency and simple operation.
Design features include special profile heating elements,
capable of inputting heat energy accurately in key areas across
the width of the forehearth. Independent side to side temperature
control can be included to compensate for incoming temperature
differences often present downstream of corners in the flow
path and in the rear section of some wide forehearths. Specially
designed sub and superstructure insulation is used to promote
cooling where it is required and centre-line radiation cooling by
means of automatically adjusted damper openings allows for
further cooling if required, particularly at high pulls.
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The key differences between gas-fired and Electroglass all-electric designs.

with a gas consumption of
477m³ x $0.954/m³ = $455/day.
By comparison, the equivalent
Electroflex all-electric forehearth
achieves 600kWh x $0.126/kWh
= $75.60/day.
The eneregy cost saving equates
to 83%.
Case study 2: A customer in
Europe producing tableware,
operating a forehearth with a
width of 660mm (26in) and a
total length of 4.419m (14.5ft),
with a gas consumption of
305m³ x $0.387/m³ = $118/day.
By comparison, the equivalent
Electroflex all-electric forehearth
achieves 785kWh x $0.051/kWh
= $40.04/day.
The energy cost saving equates
to 66%.

ALL-ELECTRIC DIFFERENCES

IMPLEMENTATION WITHOUT GLASS DISRUPTION
It rapidly became apparent that the ability to implement
the Electroflex technology without the need for a
furnace shutdown would be of significant benefit to the
glassmaker, allowing energy savings to be realised quickly
by converting forehearths mid-campaign.
This is achievable where two or more forehearths are
present. Prior to forehearth cool down, the control and
power systems are installed and tested and all cables
(control, power and thermocouple) are run to a point close
to the forehearth.
Following a controlled cool down, the existing glass
contact channels and substructure materials are retained
and all superstructure, burner equipment and redundant
steelwork are removed. New superstructure, including
shielded radiation thermocouples, radiant heating and
automatic damper equipment is installed and for dark
glasses (amber and greens) Temptrim dry electrode
heating systems are installed in the conditioning sections.
There is also the option of installing continuous controlled
drains where previous problems with ‘cat scratch’ type
defects have existed.
The expected shutdown period for a typical conversion
is 20-22 days from cool down to restart of production.

OTHERS CAN BENEFIT
Other case studies and designs have shown that similar
huge savings are achievable in most cases. Given below
are some further examples:
Case study 1: A customer in Asia producing beer
bottles, operating a forehearth with a width of
660mm (26in) and a total length of 6.096m (20ft),
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It is worth noting that not all allelectric forehearth designs will
provide the glassmaker with
comparable levels of energy cost
savings and ease of operation
experienced with the Electroglass
Electroflex design.
One such case studied is a
forehearth system consisting of
four forehearths and distributor,
all 915mm (36in) wide, with a total
length of 37.25m (122.2ft) and
heated exclusively by immersed
electrodes, with no provision for
electric radiant heating.
These forehearths suffered from
quality issues related to the design
of the dry electrodes employed.
The design featured a molybdenum
electrode, coupled to an inconel rod.
Where such junctions come into
contact with glass, oxygen-rich seed
can be generated due to a galvanic
action between the two dissimilar
metal types. Over time, the junction
between the metals weakens due to
oxidation attacking the molybdenum.
This resulted in ware rejections
due to molybdenum streaks and
refractory stones, due to local
temperature extremes as electrodes
fail.
It also proved very difficult to
achieve total thermal homogeneity
of the glass, as high levels of heat
released from immersed electrodes
remain concentrated local to the
electrode tips, resulting in hot spots
along the sides of the forehearth.
This impacted on gob weight control
and gob distribution within the mould
as gob temperatures varied greatly.
In an attempt to compensate

for the difficulties experienced, the
customer installed supplementary gas
firing in the superstructures of these
forehearths.
In addition to the operating
problems, the energy costs of these
combined electric/gas forehearths
were approaching ten times that
of the equivalent Electroglass
Electroflex designs operating with
radiant heating and Temptrim
immersed electrode heating in each
conditioning section.
Original electric design with
supplementary gas heating
(one forehearth of four):
2400kWh electricity x $0.088/kWh =
$211/day.
350m3 gas x $0.82/m3 = $287/day
Total
= $498/day
Electroflex all-electric forehearth (one
forehearth of four):
336kWh x $0.088/kWh = $29.6/day.
Energy cost saving = 94%.
Given that energy usage in the
forehearth system can account for
up to 30% of the entire melting,
conditioning and annealing process,
it is clear why so many glassmakers
are looking more closely at how
they can improve their efficiency
in this area.
The size of the energy cost
savings in these and other cases
means that the capital cost of
conversion of an existing forehearth
is typically recovered in a period of
months rather than years. Based
on the last conversion example
shown above, just five years shows
a net cost saving of some $667,000
(energy cost saving less conversion
cost) from one forehearth alone.
The ability of the Electroglass
design to be implemented quickly
and in most cases without
interruption to furnace operation
means that the glassmaker no longer
has to wait for a major furnace repair
and can begin to make major energy
cost savings within months.
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